Pooling for improved screening of combinatorial libraries for directed evolution.
Following diversity generation in combinatorial protein engineering, a significant amount of effort is expended in screening the library for improved variants. Pooling, or combining multiple cells into the same assay well when screening, is a means to increase throughput and screen a larger portion of the library with less time and effort. We have developed and validated a Monte Carlo simulation model of pooling and used it to screen a library of beta-galactosidase mutants randomized in the active site to increase their activity toward fucosides. Here, we show that our model can successfully predict the number of highly improved mutants obtained via pooling and that pooling does increase the number of good mutants obtained. In unpooled conditions, we found a total of three mutants with higher activity toward p-nitrophenyl-beta-D-fucoside than that of the wild-type beta-galactosidase, whereas when pooling 10 cells per well we found a total of approximately 10 improved mutants. In addition, the number of "supermutants", those with the highest activity increase, was also higher when pooling was used. Pooling is a useful tool for increasing the efficiency of screening combinatorial protein engineering libraries.